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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome, everyone. I’m _____________________, from the Jewish Genealogical Society of ____________________, and I’m here today to tell you about my favorite hobby: genealogy. Genealogy is the second most popular hobby in the world, next to_______________.



Today’s Presentation 
 

• What you do with genealogy other than 
family trees 

• Getting started down the roots road 

• Genealogy is a family puzzle 

• Places to visit 

• Fun resources 

• Important documents 

• Jewish genealogy 

• Getting organized 

• Sharing with the world 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone has a family with a social, religious, economic, and political history. The pieces of this family puzzle have helped bring you to the place where you are today.You should have a handout that includes these PowerPoint slides, so you can follow along without taking notes. If you have any questions along the way, please jot them down and hold them until the end of the presentation. I’ll be happy to answer them then.I’ll also tell you about our genealogy group, where you can get help whenever you need it.



 
 

 

What You Get with 
Genealogy 
Other than names and dates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Genealogy is more than names and dates. You’ll also gain a world of knowledge, including the following benefits



• Find unknown relatives and 
connect with new ones 

 

What You Get with 
Genealogy 
Other than names and dates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find unknown relatives: When you start talking to your relatives, keep an open mind. You might discover that your grandmother had a brother, sister, or cousin you never heard about before. Maybe you’ll find a whole branch of the family that you never knew existed.  You may also find their descendants and meet “new” cousins.



 

• Find unknown relatives and 
connect with new ones 

• Flesh out your relatives’ lives 

 

What You Get with 
Genealogy 
Other than names and dates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flesh out your relatives’ lives: Find out what life was like in the old country, why your relatives came to America, and what they did for a living. These are good building blocks for eventually writing a family history. Even if you never write a history, the information makes your family real.



 
 

• Find unknown relatives and 
connect with new ones 

• Flesh out your relatives’ lives 

• Relive history 

 

What You Get with 
Genealogy 
Other than names and dates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relive history: It’s interesting to look at the historical events that surrounded everyone’s lives and often influenced their decisions. Explore their experiences before and after their immigration, during World War I, the Depression, and—of course—the Holocaust. 



 
 

• Find unknown relatives and 
connect with new ones 

• Flesh out your relatives’ lives 

• Relive history 

• Relearn geography 

What You Get with 
Genealogy 
Other than names and dates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relearn geography: Did you know that the borders of many Eastern European countries continually changed dramatically over the years? Russia’s borders are very different now than they were when our ancestors lived there, and Poland wasn’t even a country on the map between 1795 and 1918.  Your ancestors could have lived in the same home and village and yet have lived in three different countries over their life time.



 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 



• Start with yourself and work 
backwards 

• Talk to your relatives 

• Document what you find—
and don’t find—as you go 

• Start making a family tree 

• Gather old photos 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with yourself and work backwards: Write down what you already know. Take the names, dates, places about your immediate family, and put the information in a notebook or on your computer. There are several family tree software that makes record keeping and report writing very easy.  This is the start of your own family history.



• Start with yourself and work 
backwards 

• Talk to your relatives 

• Document what you find—
and don’t find—as you go 

• Start making a family tree 

• Gather old photos 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk to your relatives: Call or visit the older people first, and ask some basic questions about their brothers and sisters, parents, aunts uncles and grandparents. See the handout for some ideas. You may even discover that someone is already researching your family and can provide you with invaluable information. One tip: Don’t overwhelm them with too many questions. You’ll get better results if you ask just a few questions and then contact them another time to ask more.



• Start with yourself and work 
backwards 

• Talk to your relatives 

• Gather old photos and 
documents 

• Start making a family tree 

• Gather old photos 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gather old photos and old documents: Ask relatives for copies of old pictures, documents, and postcards. The dates and writing on the back can provide great clues. For example, a will provides valuable information about family members and all the naturalization papers give important details about the applicant and a birth certificate states who the parents are and sometimes who their parents are. This information provides you clues to older generations or new family branches.  If the writing is in Yiddish or another language, you can contact your JGS and ask if someone can translate it for you. Adding pictures to a family tree or family history will also make it more appealing to other family members when you’re ready to share it. 



• Start with yourself and work 
backwards 

• Talk to your relatives 

• Gather old photos and 
documents 

• Record what you find—and 
don’t find—as you go 

• Gather old photos 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Document what you find—and also what you don’t find—as you go: Start a research log. Write down the name of each database you search and each microfilm or book you look through. Did you find what you were searching for? Write down the date, the title, and whether or not you found what you wanted. In the future, when you can’t remember where you found a piece of information, or which microfilm was not helpful at all, you’ll appreciate having this reference. It will allow you to find the information again or avoid redoing work you already did.



• Start with yourself and work 
backwards 

• Talk to your relatives 

• Gather old photos and 
documents  

• Record what you find—and 
don’t find—as you go 

• Start making a family tree 

 

Paving the Roots Road 
Brick by Brick 
It’s all about you! 

© John Parsons at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start making a family tree: This is the most fun part! Put Start by recording yourself in first, add your immediate family, and then gradually build on that. Add only facts that you know are true, and record as many dates and places as you can. 



Genealogy  
is a Puzzle 
You’re looking for the pieces 

© Liza Daly at flickr.com 



 
 
• Sometimes it’s easier to choose 

one branch of the family to 
research at a time 

• Make a timeline of events, both 
family and historical  

• Don’t forget the research 
books. 

Genealogy  
is a Puzzle 
You’re looking for the pieces 

© Liza Daly at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choose one branch of the family to research: It’s easier to research one family at a time. You can choose a branch that you know the most about, perhaps your dad’s side, or you could choose a branch that no one ever talked about. Curiosity is what makes genealogists tick.



 
 
• Sometimes it’s easier to choose 

one branch of the family to 
research at a time 

• Make a timeline of events, both 
family and historical  

• Don’t forget the research 
books. 

Genealogy  
is a Puzzle 
You’re looking for the pieces 

© Liza Daly at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make a timeline: Gather dates, places, and events for everyone and put them into a timeline. This helps assemble the families and can reveal relationships between people and events. Dates are very important here.



 
 

• Sometimes it’s easier to choose 
one branch of the family to 
research at a time 

• Make a timeline of events, both 
family and historical  

• Remember books for research! 

Genealogy  
is a Puzzle 
You’re looking for the pieces 

© Liza Daly at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t forget the research books: Lots of puzzle pieces come from books—history books, telephone books, novels, and even books of maps.Each document you find will provide clues that can lead you to the next one.



Places to Go 
Local resources are the easiest 

© David Wheeler at flickr.com 



Places to Go 
Local resources are the easiest 

T H E 
 

N A T I O N A L 
A  R C  H  I  V  E  S 

 

A R C H I V E S .G O V  
• Find a National Archives Research 

Administration (NARA) location, if 
you can 

• Find the Church of Latter Day 
Saints Family History Center (FHC) 

• Go to the genealogy department 
of your local library 

• Contact your local Jewish 
Genealogical Society (JGS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visit the National Archives: If you’re lucky enough to live in a city that has one of these regional facilities, you’ll find census records, city directories, and local records. Some branches also have passenger arrival records and naturalization papers. Volunteers at NARA are very helpful and can show you how to find what you’re looking for and how to use their microfilm readers.The NARA closest to us is located at ________________________ .



Places to Go 
Local resources are the easiest 

T H E 
 

N A T I O N A L 
A  R C  H  I  V  E  S 

 

A R C H I V E S .G O V 
 
• Find a National Archives Research 

Administration (NARA) location, if 
you can 

• Find a local branch of the LDS 
Family History Center (FHC) 

• Go to the genealogy department 
of your local library 

• Contact your local Jewish 
Genealogical Society (JGS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family History Center: You don’t have to go to Salt Lake City to use the famous Family History Library. Many local church branches have Family History Centers, and all of them are open to the public. Here you can order microfilms from Salt Lake City and look at them using microfilm readers at the local FHC. The FHC closest to us is located at ________________________ .



Places to Go 
Local resources are the easiest 

T H E 
 

N A T I O N A L 
A  R C  H  I  V  E  S 

 

A R C H I V E S .G O V 
 
• Find a National Archives Research 

Administration (NARA) location, if 
you can 

• Find a local branch of the LDS 
Family History Center (FHC) 

• Go to the genealogy department 
of your local library 

• Contact your local Jewish 
Genealogical Society (JGS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go to the genealogy department of your local library: Many libraries have a librarian who’s knowledgeable about genealogy. Seek them out (even if they aren’t Jewish), and they will help you find all the Jewish information, help you with history, and find other resources. If a book or microfilm you need is not available on-site, the librarian can help you order it using inter-library loan.



Places to Go 
Local resources are the easiest 

T H E 
 

N A T I O N A L 
A  R C  H  I  V  E  S 

 

A R C H I V E S .G O V 
 
• Find a National Archives Research 

Administration (NARA) location, if 
you can 

• Find a local branch of the LDS 
Family History Center (FHC) 

• Go to the genealogy department 
of your local library 

• Contact your local Jewish 
Genealogical Society (JGS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact your local Jewish Genealogical Society:  Most JGS have libraries of material specific to Jewish Genealogy and people happy to help people research their family trees, history, etc.You can contact  __name of local JGS_______________ by going to their website at _______________________________________.



Resources 
Instant success 
 
• Browse city directories 

• Find old newspaper stories 

• Go to JewishGen.org 

© Ben Campbell at flickr.com 



Resources 
Instant success 
 
• Browse city directories 

• Find old newspaper stories 

• Go to JewishGen.org 

© rockcreek at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Browse city directories: These are directories that list city inhabitants in alphabetical order, showing their names, their occupations, and their home and business addresses. They are like our present day phone books but have no phone numbers.  Depending on the year of the directory, the listing might show the head of household only, or it might also list the spouse and all the adult children. If you know where your relatives lived, you’re almost certain to find them in these directories. You can also browse through fun, full-page business advertisements from that era. If you’re lucky, one of those ads might be for your relative’s business! If you’re using microfilm, an added bonus is that the directory pages are usually in big, easy-to-read type.  You can find these city directories at your local NARA, local libraries, on line at �.



Resources 
Instant success 
 
• Browse city directories 

• Find old newspaper stories 

• Go to JewishGen.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find old newspaper stories: You can find historical newspapers at the library in the town where the newspaper was published.  Many historical newspapers have also been digitized in recent years, and some can be found on the Internet under the newspaper’s name or by using Heritage Quest at ... Was your great-uncle arrested? A story might be waiting for you to find on just this subject. Obituaries also can help you find families, because many times they list survivors and where they lived.



Resources 
Instant success 
 
• Browse city directories 

• Find old newspaper stories 

• Go to JewishGen.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go to JewishGen: While you’re at your computer, go to the mother lode of Jewish records: JewishGen (http://www.jewishgen.org). You’ll find how-to information, maps, tools to help you find your ancestral town, use databases based on countries, family trees, and much more. You name it, it’s there. Don’t forget to get some sleep.



Important Documents 
Find clues in these records 
 
• Federal Census returns 
• Passenger lists 
• Naturalization papers 
• Birth, marriage, and death 

records (BMD) 



Important Documents 
Find clues in these records 
 
• Federal Census returns 
• Passenger lists 
• Naturalization papers 
• Birth, marriage, and death 

records (BMD) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal Census returns: Every 10 years, the U.S. records its population. These records start in 1790. They answer questions such as: Where did they live? Who was living with them? What year did they come to America? Did they become citizens? By looking at census records for different years, you can trace the family and their children as they moved from place to place.  Remember however that name spellings may not be the same or correct so be creative.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal Census returns: Every 10 years, the U.S. records its population. These records start in 1790. They answer questions such as: Where did they live? Who was living with them? What year did they come to America? Did they become citizens? By looking at census records for different years, you can trace the family and their children as they moved from place to place.  Remember however that name spellings may not be the same or correct so be creative.



Important Documents 
Find clues in these records 
 
• Federal Census returns 
• Passenger lists 
• Naturalization papers 
• Birth, marriage, and death 

records (BMD) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Passenger lists: These documents can provide you with the exact date your relatives came to America, the name of the ship, who they were going to live with, and the name of a relative in the old country. The information on passenger lists can vary from year to year, with more details available for arrivals after about 1906.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Passenger lists: These documents can provide you with the exact date your relatives came to America, the name of the ship, who they were going to live with, and the name of a relative in the old country. The information on passenger lists can vary from year to year, with more details available for arrivals after about 1906.



Important Documents 
Find clues in these records 
 
• Federal Census returns 
• Passenger lists 
• Naturalization papers 
• Birth, marriage, and death 

records (BMD) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Naturalization papers: The two forms that most people filled out before acquiring citizenship were the Petition for Citizenship and the Declaration of Intention. Documents filed after 1906 are full of clues. You might find some or all of the following: the town where your relative was born; the names, ages, and birthplaces of the spouse and children; the immigration date, port, and ship name; and a physical description and photo.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Naturalization papers: The two forms that most people filled out before acquiring citizenship were the Petition for Citizenship and the Declaration of Intention. Documents filed after 1906 are full of clues. You might find some or all of the following: the town where your relative was born; the names, ages, and birthplaces of the spouse and children; the immigration date, port, and ship name; and a physical description and photo.



Important Documents 
Find clues in these records 
 
• Federal Census returns 
• Passenger lists 
• Naturalization papers 
• Birth, marriage, and death 

records (vital records) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Birth, marriage, and death records (BMD): Vital records are often the only records where you can find information about older generations, including the names of parents. If you find records from the old country—of course, you’ll have to have them translated.Birth records show the names of both parents, including the mother’s maiden name and both parents’ birthplaces. Sometimes they also show the grandparents’ names.Marriage records also reveal the wife’s maiden name, her parents’ names, and dates.Death records may tell you where the person is buried. Parents’ names may also be found here, as well as the marriage date and possible birth date. Be aware that death certificates are considered secondary sources, however, because the information recorded is not first-hand. It was provided by someone else. Most of these records can be obtained in the county of the events.See your handout for more information about primary and secondary sources.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Birth, marriage, and death records (BMD): Vital records are often the only records where you can find information about older generations, including the names of parents. If you find records from the old country—of course, you’ll have to have them translated.Birth records show the names of both parents, including the mother’s maiden name and both parents’ birthplaces. Sometimes they also show the grandparents’ names.Marriage records also reveal the wife’s maiden name, her parents’ names, and dates.Death records may tell you where the person is buried. Parents’ names may also be found here, as well as the marriage date and possible birth date. Be aware that death certificates are considered secondary sources, however, because the information recorded is not first-hand. It was provided by someone else. Most of these records can be obtained in the county of the events.See your handout for more information about primary and secondary sources.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Naming patterns: This is a topic unto itself. Naming patterns can vary according to a family’s heritage and region. In Ashkenazic families, children are usually named after the dead, so a boy might be named after his deceased grandfather or great-grandfather. In Sephardic families, children are usually named after the living. By identifying similar patterns in different families, you can sometimes find relationships between those branches.
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• Variant spellings for names 

and places 
• The Holocaust  

Jewish Genealogy  
Why is our research 
different? 

© Sarah Argaman at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Migrations and border changes: They didn’t call them wandering Jews for nothing. Wars pushed Jews out of countries. People were forced into the Pale of Settlement as a resettlement issue. As we mentioned earlier, borders and countries changed over the years. To illustrate how dramatic those changes were: A man lived in Hungary, Poland, the USSR, and Ukraine, yet he never moved from the house of his birth in Brody. How could this be? The man was born in 1905, when Brody was at the eastern extent of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. After World War I, Brody was in southern Poland. In 1939, with the partition of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union, Brody became part of the USSR. In 1991, with the break-up of the Soviet Union, Brody became part of independent Ukraine. So, the man in our example was born in 1905 in Hungary, got married in 1930 in Poland, retired in 1970 in the USSR, and died in 1995 in Ukraine, yet he never moved away from his birthplace.



 
• Naming patterns 
• Migrations and border changes 
• Few surnames before the 

1750s 
• Variant spellings for names 

and places 
• The Holocaust  

Jewish Genealogy  
Why is our research 
different? 

© Sarah Argaman at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Few surnames before 1750s, except the Sephardim. In Eastern Europe, Jews were required to take surnames for tax purposes starting in the 1700s. Before that, they used patronymics. (For example: Shmuel ben Dovid, or Shmuel, son of Dovid.) It’s difficult to trace Jews back further than that date, but it can be done.
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Jewish Genealogy  
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different? 

© Sarah Argaman at flickr.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variant spellings for names and place: This is another huge topic, which includes multiple names for the same person and misspelled names. For example: Moishe is a man’s given name, but he also has a Yiddish name, a Hebrew name at Bar Mitzvah, a nickname, and a name in Russian or Polish. Also, names written in legal documents and passenger lists were often spelled the way they sounded to the person doing the writing, so spellings can vary. To complicate things further, names in databases may be transcribed incorrectly, or they may include typographical errors. So, an important rule of genealogy is to forget how to spell! Think about how the name sounds, and try alternate spellings if you can’t find it using the “correct” spelling.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Holocaust: The most challenging time period for Jewish genealogical research is the Holocaust. Everyone was affected in some way. Links to families were broken, making it difficult to find out who is still alive and which records were destroyed. New rays of hope are recent resources that are appearing every day to help us heal and reach out to connect with others. Many organizations specialize in this research. Don’t despair. There are records.
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Getting Organized 
Tools of the trade 
 
 
• Get a research notebook 
• Choose a genealogy program  
• Join your local Jewish 

Genealogy Society (JGS) 
• Join a Special Interest Group 

(SIG) 
• Choose a genealogy program 
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Getting Organized 
Tools of the trade 
 
 
• Keep organizing your paper 

research 
• Choose a genealogy program  
• Join your local Jewish 

Genealogy Society (JGS) 
• Join a Special Interest Group 

(SIG) 
• Choose a genealogy program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start putting those notes from your research log in order. You can use a binder and a few file folders, and/or you can start with a computer. Write everything down, even stories you don’t think are true.  You can have a notebook representing a different branch like one for each grandparent’s branch.
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Getting Organized 
Tools of the trade 
 
 
• Keep organizing your paper 

research 
• Choose a genealogy program 

that works for you 
• Join your local Jewish 

Genealogy Society (JGS) 
• Join a Special Interest Group 

(SIG) 
• Choose a genealogy program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choose a genealogy program: Genealogy software allows you to put all that information in one place. There are many choices. The most popular program is probably Family Tree Maker. Others include RootsMagic, Legacy Family Tree, and Master Genealogist, and PAF. And DoroTree is the only software that includes Hebrew, Jewish-civil date conversions, and Yahrzeit reports.
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Getting Organized 
Tools of the trade 
 
 
• Keep organizing your paper 

research 
• Choose a genealogy program 

that works for you 
• Join your local Jewish 

Genealogy Society (JGS) 
• Join a Special Interest Group 

(SIG) 
• Choose a genealogy program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Join your local Jewish Genealogical Society (JGS): You’ll have opportunities to hear knowledgeable speakers, meet other people who don’t look at you funny when you say you are doing a tree, get your questions answered, and use a specialized research library. Connections and networking possibilities are also available there.
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Getting Organized 
Tools of the trade 
 
 
• Keep organizing your paper 

research 
• Choose a genealogy program 

that works for you  
• Join your local Jewish 

Genealogy Society (JGS) 
• Join a Special Interest Group 

(SIG) 
• Choose a genealogy program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIGS- Go to Jewishgen.org and look for these groups that do specialized research on specific areas of interest, just for you!
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• Share your family tree 

• Write a family history or create a 
newsletter 

• Build a family website 

• Find other researchers who are 
looking for you  

Sharing with the World 
Show your stuff 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share your family tree: You can easily email or mail family tree summaries or reports using your chosen family tree software.  Not only will your family be thrilled to read this but they can more easily help you fill in the blanks.



• Share your family tree 

• Write a family history or create a 
newsletter 

• Build a family website 

• Find other researchers who are 
looking for you  

Sharing with the World 
Show your stuff 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write a family history or create a newsletter: You are creating the ultimate resource for your family, something to pass down. If you don’t want to write a book, you can compile a newsletter to keep the family up to date on all those new babies.



• Share your family tree 

• Write a family history or create a 
newsletter 

• Build a family website 

• Find other researchers who are 
looking for you  

Sharing with the World 
Show your stuff 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build a family website: Everyone wants to help. Post the tree on the Web, and people will help you fill in the blank spots. It will help you plan a family reunion, too.



• Share your family tree 

• Write a family history or create a 
newsletter 

• Build a family website 

• Connect with other researchers 

Sharing with the World 
Show your stuff 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find other researchers who are looking for you: Matchmaker, matchmaker, make me a match. You are looking for others and, in turn, others are looking for you. Where will you find them? Google your surnames or shtetl names, go to the library to get free access to Ancestry.com, or go to chat rooms on genealogy sites. You also can search the databases on JewishGen, including the Jewish Gen Family Finder (JGFF) and the Family Tree of the Jewish People (FTJP); be sure to post your own information there, too, so others can find you.



Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The JGS of ___________________________ �meets on ____________________________________________�at _____________________________________.Please join us!For more information:Website:	_____________________E-mail:	_____________________Phone:	_____________________
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